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Change, American Jewish Life and the Future of Temple Beth Sholom 
ROSH HA-SHANAH MORNING – 5780 

Rabbi Brian Leiken 
 

Now before I begin, I must tell you, it is difficult for a man to speak about the amazing, 
wonderful and magical moment in which their child is born.   We males do very little of the hard 
and painful work that goes into physically bringing a child into this world.    
 
We get all the benefits, without much of the pain.    
 
It is even more difficult FOR ME to speak about the moment in which my first child was born 
because well, I was not the greatest comfort to my wife during those nineteen hours of labor.   
As Shara was lying in bed in pain and agony, I walked to the corner to eat a sandwich.   
 
That’s right, I couldn’t even handle the sounds of the pain – and so, as my dear wife lay in bed 
preparing to bring Kaleb into this world, I ate my anxieties away with an Italian submarine 
sandwich at a local Subway restaurant.  It was a good sandwich, and no, I didn’t put cheese on 
it.  
 
Recognizing all of this; and spending the last fourteen years trying to make up for it, I have to 
tell you – that the birth of my first son Kaleb, was AMAZING.   To see this little person—who 
was our son—come into the world. To hear him cry for the first time, to see his little eyes open 
and stare at the world, it was all so deeply inspiring.   A truly magical moment.   Human life 
beginning in front of our eyes.    
 

And then > Well flash-forward about a week.   Things changed. 
 
Although there was still so much that was magical about those new days, a new realization was 
starting to set in – one that we knew about; but weren’t all that prepared for.   
 
Shara and I were no longer kids who could do anything we wanted to whenever we wanted to.  
We couldn’t just go to the movies, or go out to dinner, or sleep all night.  We couldn’t be 
irresponsible and just think of no one but ourselves.   
 
During that first week of parent-hood, we were not simply in awe and feeling inspired.  
 
 We were also thinking— 
 

WHAT ON EARTH HAVE WE SIGNED UP FOR?!?!? 
 
We were suddenly someone’s parents.   This completely helpless being depended completely 
on us.    And to make matters worse, he wouldn’t stop crying. 
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And this wasn’t just crying.   The sounds that Kaleb was making was this strange, visceral sound 
that demanded our attention.    
 
And so, here was a major positive change in our lives that we—to be completely honest—were 
having a hard time with… 
 
I think many of you in this room can tell me similar stories about changes in your life that took 
some getting used to.  Even when those changes were positive and momentous, it still took you 
time to fully transition to a new identity.    
 
Whether it be the birth of a child, a move to a new area, a new career, OR whether it be 
difficult changes such as the loss of a loved one, a divorce, the loss of a job, retirement.   
 
We human beings seek consistency and dependability.   We do not like that which we do not 
know, and we therefore work our tails off trying to avoid change.  But we all know that change 
is inevitable.   It is a part of the fabric of reality that nothing lasts forever.    
 
And the question that faces human beings is therefore not how to avoid change; but rather, 
how do we prepare ourselves to best embrace change, to grow and to become better people 
through change.  
 
This is the central question of these High Holy Days—these Yamim Nora’im.  How do I respond 
to my ever-changing world?  
 
It is summed up in the Unataneh Tokef – a piece of liturgy that puts in front of all us this theme 
of nothing lasting, of everything including our lives being fleeting, of change being constant… 
 
When it comes to change, we in the Rockland Jewish community are well versed.   
 
We all know that the reality has changed dramatically for non-Orthodox Jewish life here in our 
County.   Our current synagogues were built for the generation of baby-boomers who came to 
the county in the years following the building of the Tappan Zee bridge – which connected 
Rockland to Westchester and opened up transportation for slews of New York Jews who sought 
land, affordability and Jewish community.   
 
I have heard the stories from so many of you who came to this County, bought a house and 
sent your kids to the synagogues where everyone was sending their kids—often for the simple 
reason of the carpool.   You have told me how joining a synagogue was simply what Jews did.   
Others have told me stories of growing up in this county and seeing Jewish families like yours 
everywhere.   Alan Feldstein, a member of this congregation, has given me driving tours of his 
old neighborhood in Spring Valley – pointing out to me how vibrant non-Orthodox Jewish life 
was.  Eva Simons has told me how her husband was so dedicated to living here in Rockland that 
he was willing to commute to Philadelphia.  This town used to be booming.   
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Temple Beth Sholom in these years had over eight hundred families as members, and when one 
family left after a Bar or Bat Mitzvah, it hardly mattered, for other families came through our 
ever-expanding nursery school program.   During these years, synagogues all over the country 
were booming – with a population and with interest to support them. 
 
Today, Rockland has changed.   As the boomers have gotten older, they have begun moving 
away.   Their children, with fewer ties to the area, have chosen other places to live such as 
Bergen or Westchester.  And of course, although a new bridge was built to replace the aging 
Tappan Zee, there continues to be a lack of public transportation to make Rockland an 
appealing destination for commuters.    
 
On top of this, American Jewish life has changed.   Young Jews today are no longer joining 
synagogues in droves.   Some of them are choosing private affairs for life-cycle events, while 
others have decided to walk away from organized religion all together.   Those who have stayed 
in synagogue life seem to be busier than ever, with less time to volunteer, less income to 
donate and all together, less interest in any synagogue participation beyond momentary life-
cycle events.   
 
Instead of changing the paradigm and evolving, our synagogues have found themselves stuck. 
Today, here in the smallest county in New York, we have eleven non-Orthodox synagogues with 
ever dwindling resources and members.    
 
Instead of responding to the changes around them with flexibility, synagogues have too often 
tightened their grips around what worked in the past and what they continued to hope will 
work in the future.   “Just keep the place running, keep the Bar and Bat Mitzvahs going, and 
people will keep supporting you.” 
 
Four years ago, the Jewish Federation of Rockland County—recognizing these changes—led a 
delegation of leaders from area synagogues on a special mission to Israel to discuss the future.   
We went to Israel with the understanding that we here in Rockland would need to innovate – 
we would need to be collaborative and to dream up models for Jewish life that would respond 
to the many changes around us.    
 
We all recognized that Judaism’s eternal message of hope and community is needed now more 
than ever, but that the old paradigms will no longer work.   The time had come to be 
courageous, brave and to be willing to take important risks. 
 
This kind of thinking was not new for Beth Sholom’s leadership.   Since 2015, Beth Sholom has 
been engaged in a strategic planning process in which we thought about a number of new 
possibilities for our community.  Through this process, we created the Kavod group of funders, 
we gave full membership to nursery school through 2nd grade families, we reduced the size of 
our board, we created a brand new Youth Lounge, we made meaningful physical changes to our 
lobby and we created the Emerging Leaders Program – which just began its third year last 
week.    
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When that Federation trip took place, our Temple’s leaders were ready to embrace positive and 
meaningful change.   And we recognized that part of that change would be a look at what kinds 
of partnerships could be made with other organizations and synagogues.   
 
We are taught by our American ethos that competition is a good thing – that it makes us better 
to compete with our neighbors and to define ourselves against them.   But what has taken 
place too often here in Rockland is a kind of competition that isolates Jews. 
 
Today, synagogues are too often unwilling to recognize that we are all competing together 
against secularism and disinterest.   Instead of working collaboratively and sharing resources, 
we have too often turned ourselves into isolated and lonely ships engaged in infighting.   
 
After that Federation trip, a number of us began to realize that working together did not need 
to destroy our identities.   
 
We could be who we are; and still partner with those who may be different.    
 
It was leaders at the Nanuet Hebrew Center, who shared this belief.   They came forward and 
met with members of our board to discuss a unique collaboration based on models that exist all 
over the country.   The idea – a Reform and a Conservative synagogue would share space, they 
would share religious and nursery schools, they would collaborate on programming BUT they 
would keep separate services, separate boards, separate customs and practices, and ultimately 
separate identities.   The idea was called a partnership AND NOT a merger because its goal was 
to partner and NOT to merge.   The phrase we have been using lately – two congregations, one 
community. 
 
The initial goal of this partnership is the creation of a long-term endowment fund that could 
sustain non-Orthodox Jewish life in this County for years to come.   Such a fund would be 
restricted and would give a certain percentage of interest every year to ensure long-term 
survival.   We would not spend this money; but would use it to protect the future. 
 
With such funding in place, our Jewish community would no longer need to spend so much 
time on the financial question.   Imagine what we could do without such pressure to constantly 
raise money for our future.   We could focus on the kinds of efforts that a synagogue should 
always be involved in – spend more time on developing engaging and immersive Jewish 
education for every age group, increase Jewish experiences for our teens that prepare them for 
college and life, develop better Jewish relational programming that offers a place for those who 
feel lonely and lost, become more active in changing and bettering our community and our 
world.   With less time spent on raising money to survive, we could be much better stewards of 
the Jewish future.   
 
Our leaders have been meeting together since last April to begin these conversations and to 
find ways of involving our congregants at every level.    
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In the beginning of this month, we began a partnership with Amplify Partners—a Jewish non-
profit consulting firm that will help us to collaborate more effectively.   These consultants are 
helping with the process of developing this partnership.   They will help us by coordinating 
meetings, by holding focus groups and by broadening the conversation.  Their job is to help us 
see what too often is missed during this kind of work.   
 
Over the last five months, I have been meeting on a weekly basis with my friend and colleague 
Rabbi Paul Kurland who shares my enthusiasm, excitement and dedication about the future.   
 
Here is how both Rabbi Kurland and I imagine this working: 
 
Both of our congregations will continue to hold separate services in separate sanctuaries.   Our 
services will be the exact same that they have been since the Cantor and I first came here.   We 
will play instruments on Shabbat, we will sing the melodies that we have always sung, we will 
involve young and old alike – all of the practices that are so treasured by this community.    
 
We will practice our own Shabbat customs – which for Reform Jews – includes the ability to use 
electricity and to have musical instruments, to hold meaningful events and family celebrations 
in a nice social hall during Shabbat.    All of our Bar and Bat Mitzvah services will be run the 
exact same way that they are run today.   
 
We do not know yet about which building we will be in – both buildings have benefits and 
challenges.   We have had assessments, and we are just beginning the process of looking at 
zoning, building permits and space needs.   Let me say that again – we have made no decision; 
it is just as likely that we can end up on New Hempstead as being on Middletown Road.  
Importantly, we understand that the sale of buildings and other issues are deeply sensitive and 
they will do everything to remain transparent, inclusive and to work together with you to do 
what is right.   
 
In fact, after the holidays, we will be beginning a series of house meeting dedicated to hearing 
your voices and sharing everything that is happening.  More information will come out in the 
coming days. 
 
To be clear, we are not entering this partnership out of desperation.    
 
The idea to move forward is to be ahead of the curve, and to use our strengths as leverage in 
building a meaningful future.   The future will see synagogues come together – there will be less 
synagogues in our county three to five years from now.   That is a change that is inevitable.  The 
question is whether or not we are willing to embrace that change and find a meaningful future.   
 
At a time like this, we must ask ourselves – how did Judaism itself survive?   How did this 
tradition that was persecuted, oppressed, exiled and belittled – how did it survive?  
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When the Temple was destroyed by the Romans for the second time in 70 C.E., it seemed we 
were done.  Our people were exiled to Babylonia, to Iraq, and there by the rivers we wept and 
considered giving up. 
 
But then – from the ashes of the Temple rose a new class of leaders – people who called 
themselves Rabbis or teachers – who argued that our tradition need not die – who promised 
that we could survive if we were willing to embrace the change and change ourselves.  They 
created the oral tradition, and allowed Judaism to become a diaspora tradition focused on 
learning and not simply on buildings.  
 
Years later, in the Germany of the post-Enlightenment era, another group of Rabbis began to 
recognize yet a new challenge.   As Jews were widely accepted into non-Jewish European 
society during the late 19th century, many were abandoning their Jewish identity.  Some were 
even converting.   
 
This new group of Rabbis came together to reform Judaism – to add modern practices such as 
music, praying in the vernacular and having men and women sit together.   These Reform 
Rabbis recognized the changes around them and sought not to destroy Judaism, but to keep it 
relevant and meaningful to people’s lives.    
 
The Judaism we practice today is the synthesis of years of change and transformation – our 
tradition is built by people who have embraced the constant movement of the world and 
adapted their practices to make sense alongside that movement.   
 
In many ways, this is what has given Judaism its richness and its meaning.   Throughout time, 
we as Jews have discovered ever more meaningful ways to relate to our current reality.   Our 
Judaism has remained deeply tied to our lives because it has constantly evolved.    
 
Instead of simply being pegged to the past, we have sought ways to take this ancient tradition 
of ours and instead of throwing it out, ensuring it remains in our lives in meaningful ways. 
 
But, this does not mean that change is not hard.  It is – it is incredibly hard.   
 
Fourteen years ago, when I thought about becoming a parent, I was frankly scared.   
Parenthood challenged my very identity.   Was I really going to be able to give up the freedom 
of only being responsible for myself?  Was I really prepared to be totally responsible for this 
tiny new life? It was this massive change and I was in deep angst about it.   
 
As Kaleb cried and cried and cried, and constantly threw up, I remember feeling awfully 
conflicted.   I felt terrible and guilty, but this change in my life was really hard. 
 
Today, I think back about that and I am bewildered – I am bewildered that I could have ever 
thought twice about being a father.   
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Becoming a dad was the single greatest thing that ever happened to me. 
 

My two boys—Ari and Kaleb, who are eleven and fourteen, they are the best thing that ever 
happened to me.  They—along with Shara—are what my life is all about.    

 
>And all three of them came into my life through major changes, through scary and 

frightening changes; but ultimately through immensely positive change.< 
 
This is where we as a community stand today.   On this – this year of 5780 – we stand at the 
cusp of something truly positive and momentous – a new paradigm for American Jewish life 
that respects the past; but does not live in it. 
 
My friends, it is time for us to stop dreading the future of Rockland County.  You hear it 
everywhere, and enough is enough.  Listen, I grew up in Cleveland, Ohio in the 70’s and the 
80’s.   If you want to talk about a depressed town with a dismal future, spend a few hours with 
me.  But go to Cleveland today – and it’s a different story – just like Detroit and Pittsburgh, it is 
re-emerging largely because its leaders embraced change. 
 
Rockland County may not be Cleveland, but it is a bedroom community of NYC, the most 
exciting city in the world.  Not only that, but this county offers affordability, beautiful and lush 
parks, great schools and great people.  
 
What this county NEEDS, what this county NEEDS is a strong modern synagogue that speaks to 
the 21st century.  What this county NEEDS is a progressive synagogue that recognizes the 
changes all around us and instead of dreading or avoiding it, embraces it.  
 

What this county NEEDS is you—our congregation—to help build that kind of synagogue. 
 
There is a quote that my father used to have on his desk in his office.   It states, “Those who 
survive are not the strongest, but the one’s most willing to adapt to change.”   
 
The words of the Shema are ancient, they are the mantra of our people – they have been that 
mantra since the Torah was first put together, but yes, even the Shema has transformed 
through time.	The	following	version	was	written	by	Shmuel	Elbaz	and	was	recorded	by	
famous	Israeli	singer	Sarit	Hadad.	The	song	was	written	in	2000	to	help	Israelis	deal	with	
the	numerous	present-day	challenges	associated	with	modern	Israel.			This	version	of	
Shema	respects	the	past,	but	understands	that	the	past	can	only	live	when	it	takes	account	
of	change	and	transformation.	
 
May this new year be sweet and may each one of us recognize the importance of embracing 
change, as we continue to strive to become better people in the eyes of God and in the eyes of 
one another… 
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